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I. Introduction

1. Fiscal reform has a very important role in Structural Adjustment Programmes. In

fact it is perhaps the most difficult stumbling block for the success of these

programmes in many developing countries. Its component parts influence the

sources of revenue and expenditure patterns, which directly affect institutions

involved in a state structure including recipients and tax payers. As these change

incentives in the economy they have political repercussions. Beyond these political

issues, there are inherent institutional conditions that affect the success of fiscal

reform.

2. Institutions involved in fiscal reform range from the policy makers to the smallest

firms and the poor in the community who are recipients of subsidised services or

direct hand outs from the government. Social relations also matter for the success

of the reform measures. Weakness in institutions could easily lead to the failure of

the reform programme. institutional issues have long been neglected in the

discussion of reform programmes. However, recently, there has been increasing

interest in investigating the role of institutions in economic activities. The 1997

World Bank's World Development Report is a good example of this interest and it is

high time that such a discussion has been opened.

3. This paper investigates the role of institutions in economic reform programme

and looks.at the conditions existing in Ethiopia. It is organised as follows: Part 2

covers fiscal issues in structural adjustment programme which is followed by part 3

that deals with general discussion of institutions, while part 4 deals with institutions

involved in fiscal reform. Part 5 covers the economic reform programme of Ethiopia

very briefly. This part is followed by a discussion of institutions in Ethiopia involved

in the fiscal reform measures. Lastly a concluding remark is given.
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II. Fiscal Issues in Structural Adjustment Programme

4. in the period following the 1970s, developing countries faced deteriorating terms

of trade, high international interest rates (triggered by the disappearance of easily

accessible loanable funds), and shrinking of bilateral and multilateral aid, particularly

grants. In addition to these largely externally determined problems, there were

serious domestic problems in these countries, such as existence of inappropriate

and irresponsible government policies including wasteful public expenditures and

very high levels of government spending of armaments and 'defence'. At the same

time, population pressure and depletion of natural resources compounded the

problem faced by the majority of the people in these countries. The realignment of

forces internationally and changing geopolitical environment following the collapse

of the Soviet Union resulted in further reduction of aid going to the developing

countries. The available aid itself has began to be increasingly accompanied by

increased use of conditionality as preferential treatment of allies by expecting them

from facing such conditiohalities disappeared. Stricter disciplinary measures on all

governments in developing countries to democratise and adopt 'pro-development'

policies as defined by the Western powers began to be imposed more vigorously

than was the case before.

5. The most important manifestations of the economic crises developing countries

faced were mounting balance of payments crisis and increasing government

budgetary deficit, which was partly associated to the balance of payments crisis.

African countries experienced severe economic crises (that are highly associated

with political crises) with declining economies, falling standard of living, civil strife,

and even complete break down of civil society that resulted in the establishment of

war lord controlled geographical entities. Stagnating or declining economy, balance

of payments deficit, high rates of inflation and unsustainable government budgetary

deficit became hallmarks of most African economies in the 1980s. Governments in

As happened in Somalia and Liberia.
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these countries had either to try to continue on running the economies as usual

{which finally led to political destabilization and ultimate overthrow of the

governments) or try to maintain their power by taking measures to reverse the

economic decline. In Africa, most governments at least attempted to introduce

structural adjustment or economic reform advocated by the World Bank and the

International Monetary Fund with varying degree of success (Hussain and Faruqee

1994).

6. When a structural adjustment programme involved the World Bank and the IMF2,

a short term stabilisation programme preceded the main structural adjustment

programme. Stabilisation usually involved fiscal deficit reduction (usually through

expenditure contraction including wage reform), credit restraint particularly to the

public sector, and exchange rate adjustment. Fiani and de Melo (1996) hold that

this stage accomplished a balance of payments position that could restore the

ability to service external debt and that for many the success of adjustment has

been limited to containing the debt crisis, and 'growth has only resumed in a

handful of countries' (Faini and de Melo 1996, p.1). This stage accomplished a

reduction in excess demand, that could help in removing macro imbalances and lay

the ground for a structural reform3.

7. Following the introduction of a stabilisation programme, other fundamental

reform measures are introduced to enable a structural change. These include

improving efficiency in the public sector, general market liberalisation to make

prices reflect opportunity costs, and removing obstacles to the efficient operation of

the economy (obstacles such as overvalued currencies, over regulation of

transactions, and non economic prices, and high levels of taxes). Thus the major

areas of focus of reform are trade, financial and agriculture sectors, and redefining

the role of the public sector. Recently improving coverage and quality of social

2ln almost all the cases in Africa, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have

been involved in the introduction of the reform programmes.

3Fanellin and Frenkel (1996) argue that the relationship between stabilization and the growth

process has not been fully recognized when it should have been emphasised as it is of

crucial importance in developing countries.
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services has also became a component of the reform programme (Husain and

Faruquee 1993b) after the World Bank recognized the need to combat the adverse

social consequences of a structural adjustment programme. However, the success

of these measures has to be carefully evaluated as with and without reform

analysis runs the risk of attributing results that may not be directly attributable to

the variable at hand.

8. These steps are intended to bring about the efficient utilisation of the resources

of countries based on comparative advantage. Most of these have fiscal

implications either directly (for instance, when expenditures are cut) or indirectly

(for example through devaluation). In both stabilisation and structural adjustment

programmes, fiscal deficit reduction is a fundamental target. 'On the one hand the

recovery of fiscal discipline was viewed as a prerequisite for macroeconomic

stabilization. On the other hand, the reform of existing fiscal incentives was deemed

a fundamental step in eliminating the major growth retarding distortions' (Faini and

de Melo 1993, p. 6). However as Tanzi (1993) points out:

fiscal reform is very difficult. ... It has been found to be the most difficult of

the various policy changes required in adjustment programs. The difficulties

are partly political, partly institutional, and partly conceptual. They are

aggravated by the fact that, especially in many developing countries, the

specialized skills needed to design and implement the required fiscal reforms

are very scarce. Unfortunately, a not rare outcome is that countries often

; pursue fiscal reforms that are ad hoc and inadequate; after some initial

success, the situation relapses to a position at times more serious than the

one that had prevailed before the adjustment, (p. 22)

9. The experiences of African countries testify to the truth of this fact (see for

instance the country experience case studies given in Husain and Faruqee 1994).

Faini and de Melo hold that "... growing fiscal deficits led to money creation as the

main source of financing followed by spiralling inflation, an erosion of the tax base,

and even larger fiscal imbalances" (Faini and de Melo, 1 996, pp. 1 -2)
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10. There are major decisions that have to be taken in implementing a successful

fiscal reform programme: determining the size of deficit, fixing the correct size of

fiscal adjustment required, choosing the type of the most beneficial fiscal

adjustment to a country, adopting a comprehensive fiscal reform package, and the

problem of sequencing the components of the package are among the most

important ones. .

11. The problems begin right with determining the size of the deficit. Data in

developing countries are with very limited quality and comprehensiveness (Tanzi

1993). Therefore, usually determining the size of the deficit is a guess work. Even

when the deficit could be correctly determined, the issue of determining the

proportion of the deficit to reduce remains. If bringing a balanced budget stance is

not accepted on the basis of its negative effect on economic activity and efficiency

and social cost of drastic reduction of social functions of the government, then an

acceptable level of budget deficit has to be determined. According to Tanzi (1993)

the fiscal deficit must be cut to a level at which the deficit is financeable without

inflation or other major macroeconomic difficulties at least over the medium run' p.

23 (emphasis added), which has also been the IMF's position in such programmes

(Tanzi 1993).

12. Once the required size of the cut in deficit is determined, then the question of

how to bring it about comes up. Choosing the best alternative, which is a package

of interrelated policy measures for the country, is an outstanding exercise that

governments have to adopt. The set of policies could be with numerous

components that give various combinations in terms of types and variations in each

of the components. But, it is possible to choose what could be arguably regarded as

the 'best' choice based on pure economic terms. The most politically sensitive

question follows whether to adopt this best choice alternative or not. There are

options that policy makers could adopt and it is frequently seen that they choose

the least cost in political terms as 'policymakers tend to follow the line of least

resistance' (Tanzi 1993, p. 27). This is basically what has happened in Africa and
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Latin American countries where governments heavily relied on cutting back on

public investment in a desperate attempt to cut expenditures. As public expenditure

plays a crucial role in overaii savings in these economies, the impact of heavy cuts

on economic growth was substantial A major contributing factor for such

government measure is the tendency of governments to choose the politically least

cost option to minimize opposition and ensure acceptability. As far as the

immediate day to day life of the people is concerned a cut in public spending may

not even be felt if it particularly falls on planned activities. Perhaps this is

indicative of the need to recognise the importance of assuring acceptability in

introducing or reforming policies as these do not operate in a vacuum.

13. Tanzi (1993) points out the necessary qualities of desirable fiscal adjustment

component (both on the expenditure and revenue sides) as being: (i) individually

efficient (i.e., must not introduce avoidable distortions), (ii) durable and (iii)

equitable. And more importantly, it is necessary to recognize that '.... sustainable

fiscal policy requires ... measures that will survive the test of time and that will not

put additional impediments on the efficient allocation of resources' (Tanzi 1993, p.

34).

14. Major areas of fiscal reform measures to reduce fiscal imbalance that have been

suggested by Tanzi (1993) and included in most of the policy framework papers

negotiated between governments and the Bretton Woods institutions to regulate the

implementation of reform measures are:

(i) On the revenue side (rank ordered based on effectiveness criterion basis):

introduction of or broadening a general consumption tax (preferably value

added tax)

introduction or increasing excise tax on goods with inelastic demand or

those with negative externalities

reform personal income tax and tax on corporate income
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raise public utility prices and introduce user charges for some services

provided by the public sector

reform tax on imports (introduce a minimum tax on imports and remove

physical restrictions on imports as well as exemptions)

abolition of export taxes

(ii) On expenditure side:

eliminate unproductive investment projects

reduce the wage bill by shedding redundant workers

reduce military expenditure

maintain subsidies only when they have social objectives or significant

positive externalities

15. The above mentioned measures have usually to be accepted and implemented

by countries negotiating structural adjustment lending. However, their success

largely depends on the capacity of governments to implement them, which could be

highly influenced by institutional factors, institutional issues come into play

beginning with the recognition of the need for a structural adjustment measures.

Various institutions are involved in the decision making process and implementation

stage involves a plethora of institutions ranging from the Ministry of Finance to the

poorest tax payer or the lowest level tax collector. The next chapter looks at

institutions in general and those involved in generating, adopting and implementing

fiscal policy during adjustment programmes.

III. Institutions

16. Institutions have been variably defined and the term is used loosely to mean

various things. A broad definition is given by Bangura (1996) as " a bundle of rules

in social relations which structure behaviour in fairly predictable way" .... included

norms as part of the definition. Thus it is possible to define a properly functioning

institution as a bundle of rules, regulations and norms in social relations that
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structure the behaviour of actors in predictable way". Institutions that are weak

also may perform predictably, but not in line with the objectives they have been

established for (at least in the short run). In the long run, predictability could hold. It

is also possible to accommodate the fluid nature of institutions as part of

developing and changing social relations that never crystallise. However, rules and

regulations try to achieve consistency that may never be attained as social relations

are in a flux. Cumulative changes in social relations could ultimately result in

profound changes that force a change in rules, regulations and norms. Institutions

are to be understood as a subset of social relations and they may have

organisational structure, but the existence of institutions could be without formal

organisational structure. Rules, regulations, and norms do not necessarily require

the existence of organisational structure (Chart 1 depicts this relationship).

17. Organisations exist as institutions since the existence of organisational form

presupposes the existence of rules and regulations that govern the organisation

(within and without the organisation). Public institutions usually involve

organisations. These try to adopt "rules and regulations to establish clearly defined

and predictable roles for actors to facilitate routine implementation of tasks, and

develop a rational structure of incentives and sanctions to ensure institutional

loyalty," within the institutions. As these institutions interact with other agencies,

their relationship with these should also be governed by some rules and regulations

or at least norms that are accepted by the society.

Chart 1. Institutions as social relations

' .I- i--i
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Chart 2. Relationships involved in the operation of public institutions
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18. The relationships shown in Chart 2 are important in determining the efficiency

and effectiveness of institutions or organisations in addition to what goes on in the

management of the individual institution or organisation.

19. Overall social relations could be reflected through the behaviour of households.

Fighting for the establishment and maintenance of a properly functioning democratic

system perhaps is largely the responsibility of households. For this to hold the first

requirement is that households should accept it as a mandatory condition of civil

society organisation. Otherwise, exercising of democratic rights largely remain

cosmetic. Households in developing countries largely remain recipients of public

services and tax payers (in some cases even contributing labour over extended

periods of time through mobilisation programmes), without having active role in

10
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deciding of its need in the first place. Attitudes of the society matter even for the

internal operations of institutions. For instance accepting that bureaucrats should

preferentially treat public enterprises in highly centralised economies could last

longer than such economies. Households can influence institutional efficiency and

effectiveness through social norms (this could be illustrated by using the example of

attitude to corruption as would be discussed below in a separate section), or

exercising democratic rights when these are there, or through influencing decision

makers who have control over the institutions or even personnel who are working in

subordinate institutions and who have 'power' that could be exchanged for a

favour. More importantly they could be instrumental in bribing individuals in

institutions directly. As to be argued later on, corrupt practice cannot survive unless

the society accepts it as acceptable social behaviour.

20. Firms have the power to influence policy makers particularly when these are

relatively large and with substantial capital. This could also be part of the overall

corrupt practices firms could be engaged in. Public institutions dealing with similar

institutions horizontally, could be more tolerant in applying rules, regulations on

these institutions. Such behaviour could be condoned by authorities at all levels and

the majority of the people, though other firms usually oppose such discriminatory

activities.

21. The strength of institutions is the result of the interaction of the internal

institutional management practices and the conditions of wider social relations.

Therefore, weaknesses could emanate from any of these. Sources of institutional

weakness are not mutually exclusive as one could see from the following list:

organisational management structure

existence of contradiction between institutional set-up and 'what goes on

in the wider society' Bangura 1 996, p. 354.

existence of confused rules and regulations governing the institution,

including frequent changes in these

11
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loosely defined jurisdictions or overlapping responsibilities given to

institutions

corruption

lack of committed workers

shortage of skilled workers

gap in information on which the institution operates on

problems of logistics which fragments the activities of the institution

society not fully accepting the rules and regulations

poor enforceability of rules and regulations

poor accountability and low transparency

interference of politicians in the day to day operations of public

institutions

donor roles in fragmenting local capacity (sometimes the result of good

intentions of capacity building). Figure 3 shows the major areas of

influence of external agencies on domestic institutions.

Chart 3. Major sources of institutional weaknesses
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22. Perhaps the most serious reason for the weakness of institutions is the

existence of corruption. Investigating different aspects of the phenomenon, reasons

for its existence, and means of combating it could highlight the complexity of

strengthening institutional capacity. Corruption is rampant (Collier 1996, Israel

1987 and WB 1997) where;

public officials have wide discretion that is manifested in the existence of

soft budget, political patronage, and loose rules (some times in spite of

the existence of clearly specified rules to narrow their discretion),

there is little accountability, low level of being detected, caught, and

punished,

low costs to be paid compared to the benefits,

when the society does not view the practice of paying and receiving

bribes as a 'social wrong' that could seriously affect the dignity and self

respect of the individuals involved.

The problem is compounded when staff motivation and morale are low

due to low pay, nepotism in the recruitment and promotion of staff, and

general lack of identification with an institution

lack of political commitment by authorities to take action or even worse

acceptance and active involvement in corrupt practices by higher

authorities.

23. All of the determinants of corruption mentioned above are actively present in

most of Africa, at different levels of depth and worst of all, society accepts it as a

way_of life as social polarisation has been increasing (thus lower officials are

getting increasingly poorer), public employees have multiple identities (which leads

to a contradiction between the objectives of institutions and the social role of the

individual), traditional norms and values have been eroded as a result of incomplete

modernisation and lack of effective political power (Bangura 1996, p. 383). In

Africa, corruption is said to be competitive, which makes it worse in economic cost

terms than when a government is cohesively corrupt (in which case the price of

13
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corruption is set at the point of revenue maximisation at a point rather than at

different points).

24. Improving the efficiency of public institutions has been recently, focused on and

institutional development has been posed as a corner stone of the process of

development (See for instance WB 1997). Promoting institutional capacity has been

with us for some time (though with a major focus on improving management

systems). Israel (1987) defines institutional development as 'the process of

improving an institution's ability to make effective use of the human and financial

resources available' (Israel 1987, p.11). He holds that it is concerned with

management system {planning beginning with the initial investment decision;

organisational structures and changes in these structures; staffing and personnel

policies; financial performance (including financial management, planning,

budgeting, accounting and auditing); and maintenance and procurement procedures.

In addition to these, interagency co-ordination and sectoral policies affecting

institutions have to be targeted in institutional development as these have bearing

on the internal efficiency of institutions.

25. The following explanations had been given as possible reasons for the

difference in the effectiveness (defined as achieving objectives as planned) and

efficiency (defined as achieving objectives with the possible minimum cost) of

institutions4:

exogenous factors: political stability (upheavals, uncertainties, and war),

economic crises, policy changes (for instance devaluation).

existence of outstanding individuals or groups of individuals

effective planning

effective application of management techniques

adequate market determined prices

presence of sufficient political commitment

4These could also be considered as determinants of institutional efficiency, though

measurement problems could be readily seen.

14
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26. Israel (1987) argues that these factors, though important, are not sufficient to

explain institutional performance. He suggests an alternative set of explanations:

existence of 'specificity', good 'management', and the existence of competitive

environment. "Specificity" has several elements that define the degree to which

actors can be rewarded for their performance or punished for failure to perform.

The most important ones are: (i) the degree to which it is possible to specify the

objectives of a particular activity, the method of achieving them, and the ways of

controlling achievement; and (ii) how the activity affects the participating actors.

The higher the specificity, the more

... precise the effect on the actors, as a result, on the performance of the

institution .... These effects can be characterised by their intensity, the time

it takes for them to become apparent, their spread over different people and

activities, and the possibilities of tracing them. (p.48}.

27. Israel (1987) defines high specificity activities as "those in which the effects

of a good or a bad performance are intense, immediate, identifiable, and focused"

p. 57. He also holds that the '... degree of specificity is an 'automatic' determinant

of institutional performance, in that it operates independent of the "... internal

incentives provided by management, the organisational structure or the external

incentives produced by the political, economic and cultural environment. It imposes

a discipline which is derived from the intrinsic nature of the activity and which

affects institutional performance in very specific way" (p. 49). He poses a most

important condition for this to hold, in that specificity depends on the nature of

activjties. He even suggests that activities performed by agents affect their

motivation even when they are off the job as it shapes their personalities and

general outlook (Israel 1987, p. 62)5. There is no perfect potential to have a

perfectly specified activity as there is room to define the pace, timing and other

aspects of the activity to be performed by the agent. The potential to manoeuvre

5lsrael refers to this as their degree of modernisation and uses the definition given by Nash

1977 who defines modernisation as "... the social, cultural and psychological framework

which facilitates the application of tested knowledge to all phases and branches of

production" Nash as quoted in Israel (1987) p. 75

15
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these is inversely related to the precision of the objectives, methods, and control

mechanisms. Israel (1987) says that:

This difference in the amount of leeway for defining jobs is a fundamental

point. It is the opening through which cultural and political factors influence

the operation of an institution. It is also the opening through which individual

differences become more apparent. In a high specificity activity, the scope

for cultural and political influence is smaller. ... politicians exert minimal

influence on ... specialised personnel, p. 62

28. Operational effectiveness falls if the effect of an activity are weak, slow to

materialise, widely spread and difficult to trace or distinguish from other influences

(Israel, 1987). The way people react to incentives could be based on the following

assumptions (Israel 1987):

(i) decisions of members of an organisation that affect themselves and the

organisation are based on incomplete information. Therefore, the

decisions they the members take are the ones that are 'acceptable' to

them. This is a crucial element in determining leveJs of corruption.

(ii) the interest of individuals come first and they try to achieve them with

least effort. However, there are exception when there are altruistic

measures taken by for instance revolutionaries and religious people.

(iii) individuals try to control and predict their environment and strive to make

it so.

(iv) individuals try to minimise the pressure they face

29. Technology and specificity are interlinked. The more complicated a technology

is the higher the specificity. The degree of competition promotes higher specificity.

Therefore, when activities have high specificity, use modern technology and

competition is involved, institutions are strong. In developing countries, all of these

factors are either lacking or are present as islands of modernity in some institutions.

16
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Capacities of public institutions have been eroded even further by the deliberate

action of politicians and actors in institutions whenever there is room to reduce

specificity by changing rules or not using existing rules. Mechanisms of

enforcement and restraint are also greatly incapacitated or are themselves in need

of restraint. A major manifestation of institutional weakness is the omnipresent

corrupt practices in all activities involving clients (individuals or organisations). Even

in cases where clients are not involved with the activity of an employee he/she

could exhort bribes from other employees who have access to clients. Sometimes,

corruption operates on the basis of an 'agent of an institutions, where corruption

becomes a one stop affair, where a sum is paid as bribe and the client gets

'services'. Most frequently, corruption is competitive involving negotiations at all

levels.

30. Suggested measures to reduce corruption are as intractable as the problem is

pervasive. For instance the following major recommendations to tackle the problem

could be cited:

(i) creating a rule based bureaucracy (WB 1997). Unless the rules are clear

(both to the clients and public officials) and easily implementable, they

can themselves be the basis for corrupt practice. Initiating such changes

assumes the existence of political commitment, at least a the highest

levels of government and that there is sufficient social acceptance of the

moves the authorities take to bring about such bureaucracy. It also

assumes that other measures to reduce corruption given below are to be

~ adopted.

(ii) reducing opportunities for corrupt practices by narrowing the range of

discretionary authority (WB 1997). The most important step is the

promotion of competitive market conditions, whenever it is possible.

However, in situations where competitive markets could not be

introduced, for instance, in the case of natural monopolies, it may be

necessary that the state intervenes in the market. Furthermore, rigid

17
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application of rules could also have social cost. Unless other changes in

institutional environment occur at the same time, the possibility of

circumventing written rules are always there, even if it is at the levei of

interpreting the rules. Policy makers usually could only sketch the basic

principles leaving the detailed implementation procedures to lower level

officials, who adapt the policies to the given institutional set-up. Even

measures that are meant to revolutionise the whole set up of the

bureaucracy could be crippled as a result of uncooperative lower level

officials, who implement the policies based on 'own understanding'.

(iii) instituting merit based recruitment and promotion system to minimise

political patronage and nepotism (WB 1997). Staff recruitment and

promotion practices based on political patronage and nepotism could

easily lead to weak institutions with staff who do not have commitment

or have very limited commitment to the objectives of the institutions they

work in. If recruitment and promotion are merit based, the chances of

creating dedicated workers is high, provided that adequate pay is paid to

the workers.

(iv) creating a credible financial control to prevent arbitrary use of public

resources (WB 1997). Hard cash budgets could greatly restrain abuse of

public resources. However, this cannot eliminate the possibility of corrupt

practices, as there is room for playing the game according to the apparent

rules, while extorting money from agencies, who risk facing serious

hurdles unless they comply with the demands of the officials (or clerks).

Another possibility is applying rules and regulations selectively, a process

that is extremely difficult to detect. This has implications to the condition

of creating a rule based bureaucracy.

(v) provision of effective agencies of restraint. In the public sector - the

police and criminal courts are the most important agencies of restraint,

while in the. private sector, the agencies to enforce contracts and verify

18
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accounts are the civil legal framework and the audit system, which "...

both enable private agents to restrain themselves" (Collier 1996, p.283).

The police, the judiciary and audit services perform the roles they are

entrusted with only if they are not corrupt themselves. Institutional

weaknesses affect these agencies of restraint as much as the agencies

they are supposed to restraint. Moreover, Collier (1996) holds that:

a government can only create a domestic agency of restraint upon its

own behaviour if it is clearly subject to the rule of law, and a

necessary condition for it is likely to be a well functioning democracy.

Without this, the legally conferred powers of control over government

behaviour are themselves insecure or even fictitious, p. 283.

and democracy can directly work as a means of restraint as electorates

would have a say. But in Africa, due to several reasons, democracy is weak.

Pre election behaviour of governments could also contribute to the

complication of the maintenance of macrostability despite its beneficial

effect in promoting equitable distribution of public resources and taxes. :

(vi) In case of failure of domestic agencies of restraint, imposition of

conditionality, at the expense of sovereignty of nations, may also help in

reducing corruption. It could be backed by threats of aid cut-off in such

countries (Collier 1996). However, the case of making it illegal for

companies in the developed countries could be an important step as foreign

companies play a major role in corruption of highest state officials, through

of course paying representative's 'success fees', and not being held

responsible for their actions in most countries, except in the USA (Moody-

Stuart 1994).

IV. Institutions in Fiscal Policy design and implementation

19
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31. Fiscal policy changes involve professional advisors (which could mean foreign

experts or foreign agencies drafting policies on behalf of the government) before it

is adopted by politicians. The adoption procedure could involve different steps in

different environments. Once the policy is adopted, it has to be implemented. There

are a number of basic steps involved in the process which are shown in Chart 4.

Chart 4: Process of Fiscal Policy Reform in a poor country
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Note: adapted from Faini and de Mello, p. 171.

32. Fiscal policy change in most of African countries involves analysis of current

fiscal policy which usually is done by experts based in the Bretton Woods

institutions or other multilateral and bilateral donor agencies. This process is

followed by a consultation stage to convince policy makers or negotiation with

donor agencies. At the same time lobbying (particularly to further rent seeking

behaviour) takes place. This activity is associated with the identification of

incentives affected. Once a new fiscal policy is adopted, then it has to be translated

into implementable fiscal instrument, which would involve giving it a legal

framework and adopting detailed implementation specifications. Particularly

important step in furthering rent seeking behaviour are the stage of specification of

detail rules of implementation.

33. The major institutions involved in the above process are: advisors, policy

makers (politicians), foreign agencies, households and firms, executing agencies,
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and agencies of restraint. The nature of their relationship could be depicted by

means of a chart (see Chart 5).

Chart 5: Institutions involved in the process of fiscal policy design to

implementation

Advisers . L mafcers

Execrating public

institutions

Agencies of restraint
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34. Advisors provide advice to policy makers. These advisors could be influenced

by executing agencies, policy makers, foreign agencies and lobbying of households

and firms that could reach them directly or indirectly through all the institutions

involved in the process. It is possible to divide institutions involved in economic

reform programmes into two: those that are associated with revenue and those that

are either spending or are affected by the expenditure side. On revenue side we

have advisors, policy makers, tax collectors, agencies of restraint, foreign

institutions, and tax payers. The strength and weakness of each has effect on the

effectiveness of revenue collection efforts. On the other hand the institutions

involved in government budgetary expenditure are largely executing agencies of the

state, policy makers, agencies of restraint, and household and firms as recipients

of public utilities and services. In structural adjustment programmes in Africa, the

predominant place occupied by the World Bank and the IMF has made the role of

foreign institution take the lion's share in policy formulation and the source of

weakness in leading to failures of implementation.
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35. The effectiveness of fiscal policy largely depends on the interaction of the

strength and weaknesses of the institutions involved. For instance in an economy

that is predominantly based on small scale subsistence producers, the efficiency of

fiscal policy largely does not influence this sector as its contacts are limited to

annual tax payments after harvest and perhaps receipt of limited social services

from public institutions. Low levels of productivity would make tax rates and levels

very low and hence limit the capacity to spend substantial sums to collect taxes.

V. Major features of the Ethiopian economic reform programme

36. The Structural Adjustment Programme in Ethiopia involved changes in fiscal

policy, monetary and financial policies, trade liberalisation, devaluation,

privatisation, investment policy and legal reforms in labour law and land use rights.

Each one of these are briefly discussed below.

Fiscal reform

37. There are a set of reform measures affecting government revenue and

expenditure. The most important are:

■ The maximum tariff rate was reduced from 230 percent to 60 percent

and the number of tariff bands were reduced.

Tax exempt categories were reduced from 327 to 138 by 1996.

■ Export taxes were removed except for coffee. But licence fees were

reduced for coffee exports.

■ Measures were taken to raise revenues, tax regimes were reformed, and

tax administration improved.

On the expenditure side, prioritisation was introduced, and the fiscal

decentralisation that accompanied the regionalisation has resulted in

increased accountability.

Income taxes were cut from maximum of 89 percent down to 40

percent.
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The government began issuing short term bonds and limited the credit it

takes

Also, the sheltered position of public enterprises was removed and they

are no more bailed out in cases of losses

Monetary Policy

38. The following are the major reforms in monetary policy:

Bank interest rates were increased drastically but were subsequently

reduced by 4 percentage points on bank loans and 2.5 percent on

deposits

The establishment of private Ethiopian owned financial institutions were

allowed

Foreign exchange regime

39. Among the changes that were introduced in foreign exchange regime are:

■ Devaluation: the exchange rate of the Birr to the US dollar was devalued

by 142 percent in October 1992.

Fortnightly auction was introduced for foreign exchange in May 1993.

Initially, there was a parallel official and auction exchange rates for some

time and gradually the two were unified. The auction has been

successful in keeping the black market premium below 20 percent since

1994.
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Market liberalisation and privatisation

40. Price controls were widely eliminated except for fertiliser, petroleum products,

and Pharmaceuticals. In 1 996, only petroleum price remained administered on the

basis of bi-annual open market price of petroleum.

41. The role of the state sector has gradually been reduced and the private sector

has been given room to operate. The private sector was permitted to operate in the

coffee market and the monopolies in transport sector were dismantled.

42. Privatisation programme begun though very slowly. Initially 197 enterprises

were to be privatised and 127 had been privatised by mid 1996. The remaining

public enterprises have management autonomy, though with management board

members predominantly government employees.

Legal framework

43. The following are among the reforms of the legal framework:

Labour market is left to operate freely

Urban land was to be accessed through a lease system

Rural people have been guaranteed user rights over the land they use

Safety net programme

44. a safety net programme was to be introduced to address the needs of the poor

and Those who have been affected by the economic reform programme. However,

the effect of the safety net programme has been largely extremely limited.

Promotion of investment

45. The following are among the steps the government introduced to promote

investment :

Various restrictive rules were removed
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Getting a license to operate was made easier

Export subsidies were removed

Fioor prices of export commodities was increased and guaranteed by

the government

Import tariffs were reduced and investors were given various exemptions

from paying import duty

Exporters are allowed to keep part of the foreign exchange they bring in

for their own use without the need for going to the auctions.

VI. Institutions and fiscal policy in Ethiopia

Highest bodies: Council of Ministers and Representative Institutions

46. Federal Council of Peoples Representatives and the Federal Council have key

roles in fiscal policy approval and implementation. The Constitution of Ethiopia

(1994) gives the following powers that affect fiscal policy to the Council of

representatives (Article 55):

to approve general policies and strategies of social and economic

development, fiscal and monetary policies

to levy taxes and duties on revenue sources, reserved to the Federal state

and ratify the Federal budget

to ratify international agreements negotiated and signed by the executive

officers

47. The Federal Council has the power to determine the division of revenues from

joint federal and state tax sources and the subsidies (grants) the Federal

Government may provide the regional states (Article 62).

48. The Constitution has specified the powers of taxation as shown in Table 1

below. The most important source: tax on foreign trade is given to the federal
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government and hence it has the most important role in influencing government

expenditures (both at the central and the regional state levels).

Table 1. Ethiopia: Powers of Taxation

Federal State Joint

Customs duties, taxes and

other payment on foreign

trade

income, profit and sale tax

on Government

enterprises

income tax on Ethiopia

employees of international

organisation

tax proceeds of national

lotteries and other games

of chance

Collect rent and tax rental

incomes of Federal

government properties

fix and collect federal

licence fees

tax government municipal

collect government ship

tutees

tax income of state and

private enterprise

employees

land use fee

tax income of farmers

tax profit of resident

merchants

tax incomes from private

property

tax profits and income of

government enterprises

collect saies taxes

state licence and service

fees

-fee for use of forest

resources

tax on jointly owned

enterprises. Sales tax

from the same

profits of corporation and

on dividends paid to

shareholders

income from large scale

mining, petroleum gas

operating

collect royalties from the

above

49. A major feature of the role of these political bodies is that the shortage of

necessary skills and background in fiscal policy design and of support staff that

could provide advise at this level is a major shortcoming in meaningfully exercising

these extensive powers. A small number of the members are heavily involved with

economic analysis and given the time they have for extended research on fiscal

issues, the possibility of significant contribution to reformulating fiscal policy
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measures is remote6. Accordingly fiscal policy formulation is reserved to the federal

government. It is at the prime minister's office that most of the work is carried out

before taking a final position even to negotiate policy stances with the IMF and the

World Bank. Officials of the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Economic

Development and Co-operation contribute to the discussion. The bulk of the

analysis is carried out by the very few advisors within the prime minister's office.

The best alternative steps are identified before it is presented to the Council of

Ministers. A position is adopted after discussing the suggestions of the advisors at

the highest levels of the executive bodies.

50. In the Economic Reform Policy Framework Paper (PFP) context, the

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank are actively involved in a series of

discussions with the government side. Usually the Ethiopian government prepares a

position paper prior to going into negotiations with the IMF and the World Bank.

That is why a World Bank document says that the government owns the PFP as

much as the Bretton Woods institutions. Other donor agencies, both multilateral

and bilateral, are also involved in the discussion of fiscal policy measures

particularly at the implementation stage by looking at capacities to carry out the

intended reforms. A case in point is the involvement of the European Union, USAID,

ODA, the Italian government, the government of the Netherlands in public

expenditure reviews administered by the World Bank. All the three public

expenditure reviews have recommendations for fiscal policy reform or reform in the

implementation procedures.

51. Major features of the process of fiscal poiicy adoption are that:

very few individuals exist that could provide a sound advice within

Ethiopia. Though there are a number of economists, only a handful

6The recent debate over the formula adopted to distribute the funds made available by the Federal

government in the form of grants to the regional states indicate the role representatives could have, if

they have a good grasp of the issues at hand.
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among them have the necessary exposure and experience to advise on

fiscal policy reform. Perhaps it could prove extremely costly to replace

the available expertise within a short period.

the analysis that is necessary in policy reform discussion is based on

inadequate information. Therefore, even the best expertise could not

conduct the necessary analysis with adequate information.

Information gap is widened as weather conditions have major influence

on agricultural production and the conditions in this sector affect all other

sectors. Consequently, it is treacherous to predict agricultural incomes. In

a drought year even the land use fee may not be collected.

Donor involvement through the counterpart fund and other aid could not

be precisely established, therefore, it becomes nearly impossible to

determine expenditure levels that would be covered from external

sources

Once policy is adopted, the detailed regulations take a long time to

materialise. The fundamental reason is shortage of skilled personnel.

Policy makers have a comfortable position in that a dominant political

party controls the government. If there were a number of parties with

substantial seats in the parliaments, then it might not have been easy to

get through a reform proposal.

It seems that there is very limited lobbying of advisors and highest

government officials as there is no such culture in the country

Federal level line ministries

52. Restructuring of the bureaucracy following the adoption of the economic reform

programme and decentralisation that accompanied the formation of regional states

has left line ministries with reduced number of bureaucrats. The restructuring has

also led to substantial losses of experienced staff, who were largely loyal to the old

regime. Liberalisation has led to expansion of job opportunities and increasing

numbers of qualified people who worked as non partisan technicians left the civil

service. Private firms, non-governmental organisations, multilateral and bilateral
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agencies and the international job market attracted the best bureaucrats. Few left

to work in the region.

53. Stringent rules and regulations govern the institutions. In addition to the written

rules and regulations, there is the Gimgema (which is treated in detail in the section

dealing with regional governments below). The Gimgema is periodic in some

government offices while in others it takes place on ad hoc basis. Major targets are

irregularities in performance and corrupt practices.

54. The organisational structure in ministries are unwieldy and highly bureaucratic.

Hard budgets and inflexible rules and regulations operate in managing the

institutions. Chiefs and managers of institutions have very little say in hiring and

discharging workers from duty, unless the managers happen to have political

power. Cumbersome disciplinary steps are involved before a person can be

discharged. This forces officers to keep inefficient and delinquent workers for a

long time, contributing, therefore, to the weakness of the bureaucracy.

55. The shrinking of the roles federal ministries have in running the country has

been a cause of concern to bureaucrats in the ministries. Lack of direct power over

regional state offices has also been a source of confusion. The confusion was

compounded in the initial period of regionalisation process, when some state

officials took the extreme position of refusing even to send information to

ministries. Sometimes the refusal was a result of institutional weakness at the state

government levels.

56. Shortage of recurrent budget has also limited the role line ministries could play

in shaping fiscal policy and influence the reform process. For instance, information

flow within the Ministry of Finance is slow, staggered and fragmented despite the

presence of computers (albeit with limited capacity). It is worse in the Ministry of

Economic Development and Co-operation. In addition to these, staff motivation in

the ministries seems to be low due to low pay scales (despite salary increments

recently); career development is not well worked out, and training possibilities for
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junior staff members have virtually disappeared (the government favouring training

regional state bureaucrats as there are major weaknesses there).

57. Major features of line ministries affecting fiscal policy design and

implementation include;

shortage of skilled workers and inability to keep those who could develop

the necessary skills. Limited number of workers and overload of the few

workers who have the capacity and the commitment to contribute

towards the success of the objectives of their mission seem to be the

case.

lack of motivation to concentrate on specific tasks in favour of

moonlighting and taking advantage of any opportunity to earn more has

weakened the existing capacity

corruption at the point of purchasing and contracting of work (including

supervision of contractors particularly engaged in construction work)

seems to be widespread, though the number who are brought to justice

seems to be decreasing at the central level. It is argued that the practice

is widespread, but it is more sophisticated than the current capacity of

agencies of restraint, particularly the police,

information gap is pervasive

donor agencies influence expenditures by imposing conditionalities of

accepting their particular implementation procedures. The World Bank

"has its own set of procedures that have to be adhered to. European

Union and others have also their own demands. When these are

superimposed on the weak bureaucracy, their effect is overwhelmingly

worrying. The Federal government negotiates with these agencies, and

only a small proportion of it is implemented directly by the Federal

Ministries. Implementation is mostly at the regional level.

Other federal level agencies
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58. The most important institution that generates a major part of the revenue

collected by the government is customs authority. All the problems indicated under

line ministries such as shortage of skilled workers, lack of motivation and

commitment, information gap and weak organisational management exist at even a

higher levei despite the repetitive attempt to restructure the organisation. To make

matters worse, corruption, particularly the debilitating petty corruption is said to be

widespread.

59. People who came into money during the "Dergue" period and used to operate

in only rent seeking transactions readily provide bribes that could easily attract ill

disciplined and low paid customs personnel, particularly those who are in clerical

positions. It may not be possible to judge the level of corruption based on 'insider

information' as these could be the deliberate creation of corrupt groups in the

offices to see off officials who refuse to participate in corruption. Generally, it is

held that the inconsistencies in levying taxes, particularly on imported goods,

indicates the existence of room for corrupt practices.

60. The elimination of Franco Valuta 7 imports has greatly reduced the opportunities

for corruption. However, this does not affect contraband trade that is widespread

in all parts of the country, particularly in areas bordering Djibouti and Somalia

smuggling of goods in and out of the county is of concern to the authorities. Lack

of a clear mandate on how the police engaged in monitoring illegal cross-border

trade should be managed has also contributed to the confusion. There are customs

check points hundreds of kilometres within the country at several points on a route.

For instance, there are check points for passengers travelling from Eastern Ethiopia

(Harari) to Northern part of the country at Dire Dawa, Awash, and Addis Ababa. All

these points are potential sources of bribes and extortion

Inland Revenue Authority

7 Goods imported without payment through the National Bank
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61. Other taxes are collected by Inland Revenue Authority. Business firms pay

taxes to the authority. These are collected on a timely basis. A major weakness

here as well is information gap and lack of committed and motivated staff.

The General Public

62. The general public has very little influence on both policy design and

implementation. Perhaps the issues involved in fiscal reform are much beyond the

grasp of the people who consider governments as powers that implement decisions

taken by officials. Democratic institutions are new and it takes a long time before

the right is appropriately exercised. On the other hand, the business community

tries to lobby policy makers. But, again, the limitation of skills is apparent. The

Chamber of Commerce does not have trained and skilled finance experts or even

macroeconomists. Its contributions are mainly reactive suggestions that add little

to the policy debate.

Regional Institutions

63. The institutional capacity of regions or states in Ethiopia could be easily

classified into those with relatively strong institutional capacity (Tigrai, Amhara,

Oromiya and the Southern Nationals Nationalities and peoples regions) and those

that are very weak. However, it is necessary to emphasise that even the regions

classified as having strong institutions have a number of problems that could easily

lead us to'classify them as institutionally weak in the real sense of the word. This

is particularly the case when one considers institution involved with fiscal affairs,

the weakness could be more apparent. In order to put the discussion into context,

it may be useful to briefly describe the differences in organisational structure

existing among the regions.

64. Most regions have three representative councils: regional, woreda and kebele

councils. However, there are exceptions and Harari region has three but (which is a

city state) the SNNP has a fourth tier - zonal council between the regional and
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woreda ones. The executive organs of the state government have mostly four tiers.

Regional, zonal, woredas and kebele administration levels. The difference between

zonal level government executive institution in other regions and in the SNNP is that

in the SNNP the administrative bodies are accountable to the zonal councils,

whereas in other they are accountable to their regional bureaux. The highest

executive institution in the regions is the regional executive committee of state

presidents or heads. Personnel motivation seems to be low especially in Tigrai; pay

scales are relatively low, working hours long, working environment unattractive

(with ill equipped offices, that are mostly not properly maintained). This is partly a

result of the decision to allocate more to capital budget by keeping recurrent costs

at the lowest level possible. If these conditions persist, it may be difficult to keep

the motivation of workers at current levels in Tigrai.

65. The regional councils are the most important organs in deciding on the regional

budget. Once the Federal government announces the Federal subsidy or grants to

the regions the regional councils decide on the distribution of the budget among the

woredas and line bureaux offices, specified in terms of recurrent and capital

budget, which is subdivided into two, a part that is to be supplied by the Federal

treasury from own sources and the remaining that is to be provided as foreign

assistance funds.

66. In the SNNP, the decisions of the regional council involve only the zonal

distribution of the budget 8. Zonal councils in this region are responsible for

subdividing the budgetary allocation to the woredas. In tieu of line ministries are

the regional bureaux. At the zonal level the bureaux have offices known as zonal

departments of the line bureaux and some of the bureaux have offices at the

woreda level that are known as simply woreda offices. This structure poses a

major problem of dual accountability of officials in zonal departments and the

woreda offices. The personnel are answerable to both the elected representative

8 In the case of woredas known as special woredas, the regional council decides on their share as these

are not controlled by zonal councils
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councils and their line bureaux. This is further compiicated as the party structure

also operates parallel to the government structures.

67. There are periodic gimgema (evaluations) of the government bureaucrats at all

levels of the regional state. The gimgema seems to be a powerful tool for

controlling corruption and inefficiency (but more importantly controlling corruption).

The lower the level of the administration, the people are also involved in the

process of gimgema. Gimgema is a rigorous verbal evaluation that could be

followed with a process of documentary evaluation. The stronger the control of the

ruling party (the EPDRF) the stronger is the impact and effectiveness of the

gimgema. Thus Tigrai region has the most effective gimgema process. However, as

the region has cadres who have participated In the armed struggle with the Dergue

army and as the Tigrai Peoples Liberation Front had practiced gimgema for a long

time the chances of retaining disciplined cadres is very high. However, the

possibility of weakening of the disciplinary stance of party cadre could exist with

the changing environment and if there is major economic growth as happened in

China.

68. Infrastructure development problems differ from region to region, but generally

there is very rudimentary infrastrural capacity in the regions. Roads have not been

maintained when they exist, telecommunication network is mainly in the large

towns of regions, other means of communication are not well developed, electric

power shortages are widespread (when the regions have such facilities).

Government offices increasingly lack basic utilities as one goes down from the

regional bureaux to the woreda offices. Some of the woreda offices have walls that

are with wide cracks, while others have roofs that heavily leak. Communication is a

serious problem. In cases where there are adequate facilities, shortage of recurrent

budget limits its use.

69. Tax bases of the regions are currently of limited importance as they are of very

limited buoyancy. The central Ministry of Finance, after some negotiation, sets the

expected revenue to be collected by the regions. This is mostly an intelligent guess
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given by experienced workers. There are no capacities to precisely predict (even

with a margin of error) the level of revenue to be collected. A major reason is the

paucity in the available data and the heavy reliance on rain fed agricultural

production of most economic activities in the regions.

70. Even in areas where relatively higher level of taxes have been collected, the

existence of corrupt practices minimises the amount of tax collected. These are

largely taxes on traders and businesses. As the levying of taxes is based on mainly

arbitrary decisions of tax collectors the room for corruption is higher. Another

important contributing factor for the weak tax collection position is the widespread

belief that taxes have to be paid at the lower level possible and non-payment of

taxes are not considered as a socially unacceptable behaviour by the community.

Such a feeling is stronger in the regions that were brought under the Ethiopian state

after Menilik's expansion at the end of the last century. People did not identify with

the government.

VII. Concluding remarks

71. Institutions play a major part in determining the outcomes of fiscal reform

measures. These reform measures could not be a one time fixed affair as the basis

on which they are built on are in constant change. In Ethiopia the process seems to

closely follow the agreements reached between the government and the Bretton

Woods institutions. It also seems that the most important institution involved in

fiscal policy reform is the prime minister's office and very few personnel in the

central ministries that are directly involved in fiscal matters, while others are at best

good implementors of the policies or reactive agents.

72. Foreign institutions seem to have a very important role in influencing fiscal

policy. The major ones are the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

The European Union and other donor agencies have also contributions in the

formulation of fiscal policy.
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73. The components of the fiscal reform programme in Ethiopia contain all of the

elements of a comprehensive economic reform programme as propagated by the

Bretton Woods Institutions. Perhaps the most important element in the reform

package adopted is the changes that have been introduced on the expenditure side:

unproductive investment projects have been eliminated, expenditure for the military

kept in check, and subsidies have been eliminated except in health and educational

services. On the revenue side also all of the steps that are suggested by the Bretton

Woods Institutions have been implemented as far as institutional capacity allows.

Perhaps the advantages of a late comer have been markedly seen in the Ethiopian

reform programme.

74. The problem of weak institutional capacity is clear in most of the regional state

government structures. Not only are the bureaucracies weak but the weakness of

infrastructural facilities also compounds the problems. Corruption seems to be

widespread given the number of those who are arrested and reported by the news

media. However, a major feature of the Ethiopian government is the readiness to

fight corruption at the highest level of government, which has been maintained over

the past six years. If this commitment continues on and corruption is properly

fought, then there is hope to strengthen the bureaucratic institutions.
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